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Over the last two years，Headquarters Economy becomes the hot topics in the fields 
of theory and practicing. In the discussions of relevant scholars and experts， they 
concern more on the importance and reasons of Headquarters Economy developing and 
contributions to the region economy developing，but the quantitative analysis of 
relationship between developing Headquarters Economy and region tax revenue is less 
involved. 
   Headquarter Economy intercepted the high-end of decision-making， research and 
development and business marketing. It layouts the manufacturing base into an area with  
comparative advantages，which makes the enterprise value chain and regional resources 
achieve the best combination，and it also makes the group companies with lower cost 
attain strategic resources of the economic center city and conventional resources of the 
underdeveloped areas， attains the assembled allocation for the two different regions 
with resources advantage in the same company， and fulfills the win-win between the 
location of the Headquarters company and the area of manufacturing base. As to the 
environment of tax， it may exist the difference in the tax concessions for the diversified 
types of the composing of the groups， for the difference in the scopes and kinds of 
tax-levying between the group Headquarters and inside companies， and for the uneven 
tax， so there meets a series of questions needed to research and explore in the process 
for the Headquarters company. The above tax-policy questions not only influence the 
company group ， but also affect the decision-making of the Headquarters of 
company-group，and it should be the questions to be concerned and researched in the 
fields of tax theory and practice. 
This article analyses the deviating from the tax and tax revenue sources under the 
situation of the gather rate-paying for the Headquarters Economy， from the scientific 
principle of taxation that economy decides the tax revenue and the gather tax for the 
Headquarters Economy and the gather rate-paying of enterprise income taxes； applying 
the normative analysis and empirical analysis based， and referring the foreign research 













into the area of Headquarters located， and the tax of the location of branch which was 
made as the production base (or storage base)flows away， which will cause many kinds 
of negative consequences for the areas of branches located. In order to enable the 
Headquarters Economy to healthy， sustainable and stable develop in China， the article 
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市， 2005 年每平方公里产生的税收平均水平为 1311 万元，而金融街占地面积仅 1
平方公里， 2005 年共实现税收 320 亿元，占西城区税收的 44%；同样，在上海，
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